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The Sudoku craze continues, and this unique fold-over notepad is filled with 200 new puzzles for

even more hours of highly puzzling fun!
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I love this little notebook of Sudoku puzzles. Great quality paper, easy to hold, boxes plenty big to

write in. I don't like hard Sudoku puzzles so these are perfect for me. Looks like there's not going to

be a volume 3, it's been quite a while since vol 2 was published, but I may buy vol 1 and 2 again

when I finish - it's not like I will remember doing them! I have them by my toilets and find it a good

use of that time, LOL.

I like the rather compact size for toting around and ordered the spiral bound as I desired the puzzles

to lay flat. My last puzzle book had to be folded over like a telephone book and the bulge just was

too much in the last half of the book.What I dont much like is the puzzles are 3" squares and in

red/green ink. If the light isnt the best it is somewhat difficult to see clearly. I can see why I would

want to get something thats described as targeted for older eyes.But none of this stops me from

completing a puzzle every day.

Someone gave me one these (from this line) as a gift. Once I used it, I was spoiled! I love doing

Sudoku and this type of book is very portable because of its size, and lays flat due to spiral binding!

I did find the "easy" section of this one a little too easy, and while sometimes that can be relaxing, I



like a bit more of a challenge. I usually get the medium to hard puzzle books. But if you're a

beginner, this one's for you!

Great design~!! I love these books because the puzzles are so easy to rip out. Once you finish the

first dozen the book gets slimmer and lighter--but the spiral binding means the book doesn't start

falling apart. This fits in my pocket, so while I am standing around waiting for things to happen, I can

get a couple puzzles done with no bother with looking for something to support the book...

Great format. Space on sides of pages allows for number notes. Has hard back cover and ring

binding on top so the book stays open easily. Can be held in one hand. Highly recommend! I've

bought a few because when one book's finished, I certainly don't remember previous puzzles, so I

just start another. :)

I find it way too easy. I have only done about 16 so far, but the first 75 are the same category so I

assume that they're equally easy. I would think that even a first-timer would get the hang of the easy

ones after about a dozen, and then get bored with the remainder in that first category.

This product arrived on time and is better than the description. Since it is spiral bound, it is easy to

work the puzzles at night in bed and they are easy enough that you don't have nightmares. This is

the best Sudoku puzzle book on the market !!!

Great little book and easy to slip in a pocket or purse to have handy in those times when I'm waiting

for a train to pass, or other down time.
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